Aptean irms|360 WMS
Cloud Warehouse Management System

Aptean irms|360 is a cloud warehouse management system (WMS) that provides unprecedented visibility and control over your operations. Using automated data capture, interactive dashboards, real-time alerts, and an intelligent decision support system, irms|360 provides continuous visibility into inventory while driving new efficiencies and reducing costs.

Dynamic, Cloud-Based Supply Chain Management

Built on a state-of-the-art, fully-secure cloud platform, irms|360 features a web-based interface and streamlined functionality that make it incredibly easy to use, scalable, and affordable for companies of all sizes.

Key benefits of irms|360 include:

- **Customizable Business Rules** – irms|360 captures the data that makes your operations unique and incorporates it into business rules, adapting to your operational environment and supporting your processes on the warehouse floor.

- **Real-Time Visibility & Tracking** – With irms|360, you’ll have a real-time view of every movement in your supply chain – from outbound orders and employee utilization to storage capacity – on configurable, easy-to-read dashboards.

- **User-Friendly Functionality** – Unlike legacy WMS solutions, irms|360 is easy to use, upgrade, and integrate. Warehouse staff enjoy simple, intuitive functionality and clear direction, while supervisors receive a robust feature set for real-time visibility and control over inventory, operations, and labor.

- **Total Mobility** – irms|360 can be used on Android, iOS, and Windows mobile phones or tablets, so employees anywhere in the warehouse can access the system, receive alerts, and track their performance against their goals – all from a familiar mobile device.

**Benefits**

- Increase inventory accuracy to 99.9+%  
- Eliminate inventory write-offs, fines, fees, and shipping errors  
- Reduce labor costs  
- Increase profits  
- Accelerate throughput
Aptean provides very specific industries with very specific ERP, supply chain management, and customer experience solutions. In today’s fast-paced, highly competitive economy, organizations don’t have time to waste forcing homegrown software, spreadsheets, and one-size-fits-all solutions to do things they were never designed to do. Aptean is on a mission to end those workarounds – with industry-specific solutions instead of generic software, expert support instead of making you go it alone, and a steady influx of new ideas instead of the status quo. For more information, visit www.aptean.com.

Key Features

- **Pre-Receiving & Receiving** – Control pre-receipt processes with support for advanced shipping notice (ASN) and electronic data interchange (EDI) – and enable both planned and unplanned receipt in real time via bar-coding and mobile scanners.

- **Putaway** – irms|360 Putaway streamlines both directed and on-demand stock putaway and guides employees along the optimal travel path, reducing non-productive travel time and inventory touches.

- **Returns** – Efficiently manage planned and unplanned returns, including return merchandise authorizations (RMA), return goods authorizations (RGA), and return authorizations (RA).

- **Order Management** – Intelligently monitor, sort, and allocate work in the warehouse for maximum productivity. Orders are dropped to the floor efficiently and logically – and you’ll be alerted to any orders that cannot drop, so issues can be resolved before they reach a picker.

- **Picking** – Leverage a range of system-validated picking options, determining the optimal pick sequence with serpentine routing, and maintaining visibility into order/wave status, pending work, and employee productivity through visual dashboards.

- **Packing & Shipping** – Get full control over order packing with systematic pack verification and a carton management tool that directs the efficient use of cartons and packing materials. Streamline your shipping processes with a single point of access for all of your shipping needs and automated generation of industry-compliant shipping documents and labels.

- **Inventory Management** – Maintain continuous visibility into inventory by quantity, status, and location, manage lot control and serialization, leverage FEFO (first expiry first out) and FIFO (first in first out) removal strategies, segregate inventory according to ABC analysis, assign cycle counting, and manage physical inventory counts.

- **Labor Management** – irms|360 enables warehouse managers to actively engage, monitor, and measure staff across even the largest facilities. System-directed tasks enable optimal distribution of work, while real-time dashboards help track employee performance.

- **Business Intelligence** – irms|360 delivers insight into critical business information for fast, informed decision making. You’ll have access to dynamic dashboards, pre-configured and customizable reports, and build-your-own-report tools. Reports can be scheduled for automatic delivery to your team or extracted directly from the system on demand.

For more information, contact your account manager or email us at info@aptean.com.